The first aviary trap was based on a Bunnings aviary but they changed the design to a full height door which
was not suitable and we were forced to look elsewhere.
The nearest we found to what we needed was the
EasyShed 1.51 x 1.51 mt aviary but it was too
wide to fit on a 7 x 4.5 ft trailer so we had to
modify the layout quite a bit. We moved the door
panel to the front right and reduced the other
panel by half, swapped the wired section from the
right side to the left side where the door was
originally. It was necessary to move the door to
the front so it herds the birds to the furthest
distance away from the entrance, and to the end
of the aviary where they can exit into the smaller
transfer cage (discussed later). This design is also
helpful when it is necessary to enter the aviary to
persuade difficult birds to exit into the transfer
cage. If it is necessary to enter the aviary whilst
birds are inside, we fix a piece of shade-cloth
around the door which covers the entrance way
before fully opening the door to enter.

Narrowing the aviary was quite a
lot of work so maybe you could
look for an aviary which would fit
on a wider (5 x 7) trailer.
Once these modifications were
completed, we built a trapping
section based on the PG trap idea.
It is fitted inside the aviary on
brackets and attached to the aviary
wire. It has 3 tunnel entries, two on
the side and
one by the
door.

On the rear of the trapping section we added a standard PG funnel so that
birds could exit into the aviary proper. There are doors on the top and the
inner end to allow for baiting and cleaning.
Above the trapping section is a removable sloping piece of Perspex to
prevent birds from perching on and pooping into the bait area and the
otherwise open end of this is closed off with bird mesh. On the floor of
trapping section there is a piece of corflute (white) to put the bait on which
is also removable for cleaning, it also serves to keep the area below
protected and this is where we place the feeders and water for the trapped
birds.
The size of the trapping section is determined by the aviary dimensions as it
extends the length and breadth of the aviary wired panels and at least 8”
high. Around the trapping section there are hardwood shelves for the birds
to land on prior to entry and where a little bait is placed.

The next step was to figure out how to remove the
trapped Indian mynas. We already had PG traps with exit
doors that operated externally so people who were
unable to handle IMs could get them into smaller
travel/euthanasing cages which also had externally
operated inward swinging doors. We decided to modify
that idea so we could use these small cages to simplify
the removal of the trapped birds from the aviary.

The smaller cages, shown above, were then covered with 90% shade cloth so that the birds would see them
as a dark hiding spot to escape the aviary when threatened by us shooing them into the transfer cage.

We fitted two small sliding doors over openings cut in the aviary towards the rear - one at top and the other
at the bottom. These openings can be opened and closed externally and internally once the birds are in the
smaller transfer/euthanasing cages. The internal catch is shown in the right-hand photo above and also
behind the perches shown below.

The perches inside the aviary are fitted on the solid sections towards the
rear and are removable for cleaning and also as not to get in way of
removing any trapped birds. Removing the perches forces any birds
remaining in the aviary to the floor from where they can find the lower
exit door and go into another travel/euthanasing cage.
There is also a fixed perch towards the front high up so that birds on it are
visible to attract any newcomers.

